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ABOUT THE  10 DAYS OF CONNECTION 

We need more acts of connection in today's world.

In recent years, people have become increasingly divided across lines of difference. Incidents of
hate have increased and tolerance for differing ideas has decreased. The 10 Days of Connection
was born to challenge divisiveness.

For 10 days each year, we invite the entire community to do the opposite: engage in acts of
connection, break down silos, and celebrate differences. 

Division and polarization affects us all, wherever we
are around the globe. 

We need you, city hosts and like-minded leaders, to
grow this movement and help us connect thousands
of locals for us all to be louder than hate.

Will you join us?

Over the last 5 years, the 10 Days of Connection has galvanized 200+ organizations to host
connection experiences and engaged 200,000+ locals to cross lines of difference, all in an
effort to combat hate and discrimination. For 2022, we are seeking to formally expand the
movement to at least 3 other cities and challenge new communities to acknowledge and
celebrate their differences. 

For more information visit:
10daysofconnection.org

@ 1 0 D A Y S O F C O N N E C T I O N @ 1 0 D O F C @ 1 0 D O F C

https://www.ap.org/explore/divided-america/
https://www.10daysofconnection.org/
https://issuu.com/radical.partners/docs/10_doc_impact_report_2021?fr=sMmYzMTQxNDQwODQ
https://www.facebook.com/10daysofconnection
https://www.instagram.com/10dofc/
https://twitter.com/10dofc


$8500 for Radical Partners' leadership and services 

A city lead who will be our main point of contact.

5 months of ongoing assertive communication via
email with the Radical Partners team.

3 one-hour strategic calls to prepare, check-in, and
evaluate.

City representation at all official workshops +
collaborative sessions (5).

Constant outreach with your city's hosts to share
information, resources to curate their connection
experiences, and foster collaboration amongst them. 

At the end of the 10 Days of Connection, share the
final list of city hosts. 

Commit to gather quantitative and qualitative data
for the Radical Partners team, both from city hosts
and city participants.

Lead, host, or co-host at least 10 connection
experiences in your city (ideally, 1 per day). 

Promote city hosts and connections experiences
locally. 

Calendar of local
connection
experiences.

A world of virtual
opportunities to
learn and connect
with others in South
Florida and beyond. 

Miami-based virtual kick-off
event.

2 virtual workshops to learn
and develop skills to host
impactful connection
experiences.

2 virtual brainstorming and
collaboration opportunities
with other city hosts.
 
Online platform and services
for event registration,
materials, resources, and
overall promotion.

YOU (CITY LEAD) CITY HOSTS PARTICIPANTS

 WHAT YOU’LL GET

Reach out to Luisana Zambrano,
Program Manager at Radical Partners, 
at luisana@radicalpartners.net for
more information or to schedule a call.

INTERESTED?

 WHAT YOU'LL GIVE

3 one-hour strategic calls with the
Radical Partners team to prepare,
check-in, and evaluate your
experience as city lead.

Graphics, surveys, and email
templates to communicate with
your city hosts. 

Recognition as a city lead on our
website and other materials.

Ongoing assertive
communication via email with the
Radical Partners team to
coordinate your city's impact.

Training, visibility, and
community building
opportunities through 5
workshops/convenings.

Access to a network of 200+
organizations connecting locals
around the world.

Special shoutouts through the 10
Days of Connection social media
channels. 
 
[Based on need] Consulting office
hours.

Consolidation of your city's
impact via our annual Impact
Report.  

http://www.radical.partners/OUR-TEAM

